Giving Wings to Those in Need
Luggage/Cargo Requirements
Small airplanes do not have baggage compartments like commercial airliners. Please comply with the
following guidelines as you pack for your trip.
Your bag must be no taller than 22 inches, no wider than 14 inches and no deeper than 9 inches. It should fit in a space that
looks like this:
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Soft sided bags such as duffle bags work best because
they can fit into irregular spaces.



Luggage must be limited to 20 lbs per person. Please
weigh your bags at home if possible.



When traveling with family members, a number of
small bags is better than one large suitcase.



Do not be surprised if your pilot weighs your luggage.
He/She cannot exceed the weight limits for the aircraft.



You may be asked to ship excess luggage.
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Special cargo such as
wheelchairs, strollers,
oxygen bottles, etc. must be
approved by the pilot prior to
departure. Measurements and
accurate weights must be
provided when the flight is
scheduled.

Children under 40 lbs must have a child restraint system (CRS) that has been approved for
aircraft use. It should have “This restraint is certified for use in motor vehicles and aircraft”
printed somewhere on the seat. The FAA recommends that a child weighing less than 20 lbs.
have a rear-facing seat. Children 20 to 40 lbs should have a forward facing seat. Children over 40
lbs. should use the airplane seatbelt. The FAA prohibits the use of booster seats and harness vests in an
airplane. Please make sure that your child’s CRS meets these standards before boarding a Wings of Mercy
plane.
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